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Opinion
Next to its workforce, multimodal transportation system is Southwestern Illinois’ greatest resource 
   We hope you’re enjoying reading this 
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Industry Leaders from our region. It’s truly 

been an exciting one to publish because it 
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of executive 

leadership here 
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Illinois. The 

previous 16 

pages include 

conversations 

from senior-level 

executives about 

the crux of their 

organization’s 
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agree there’s something special about it. 
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a largely pro-business climate and 

competitive development costs are just 
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multimodal transportation system.
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other spot in the U.S. - other than in St. 
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come together to cross a single bridge? 
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system is already second to none. And 
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the ground segment of our multimodal 
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to-be-completed Tri-Level Interchange 
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component to the multimodal mix. In 
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and MidAmerica St. Louis Airport; in 
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the Spirit of St. Louis. Each has access 
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four. 
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and the St. Louis region overall has 
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region is America’s second-largest rail 
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country. 
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to multimodal transportation in our 
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Transportation Enhancement - is the 
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Illinois’ multimodal resources to attract 

transportation and logistics business here 

from across the nation and around the 

globe.
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   Kerry L. Smith is president and chief 
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1. ������A person to whom property 
or power is entrusted for the 
benefit of others. 

2. ��	
���
� of, relating to, or 
involving a confidence or trust. 
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a. a registered investment adviser�
b. 852 Cambridge Blvd., Suite 100�
� ��������	
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c. 618-206-3262 or 888-401-7274 
d. www.cambridgecapitalmgt.com�
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Education
leadership.
Community partnership.

Visit siue.edu to see why the “e” equals excellence.

At SIUE, we believe that the influence of 

a leader in education extends beyond 

the classroom. That’s why we’re 

enhancing our region through innova-

tive research, community and business 

partnerships, and economic develop-

ment initiatives, all of which contribute 

to an annual $471 million impact on 

our region. We’re also preparing the 

next generation of community leaders. 

In fact, more than half of our 90,000 

graduates live and work in the St. Louis 

area. These are just some of the ways 

we’re helping to create a better future– 

for our students, and our community. 

Providing Geotechnical ��Environmental ��Construction Materials 
Testing Services in Southern Illinois and the  

St. Louis Metropolitian Area Since 2000. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

O’Fallon, IL (618) 632-9900 Wentzville, MO (636) 332-1153 
WWW.QTEINC.COM 

	
	

Dedication.
Compassion.
Innovation.

www.memhosp.com

RIGHT HERE.

BELLEVILLE

Korte Co. begins work  on Highland medical building    
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   Cities are located where they are for a 
reason. Some, like Boston or New York, 
are there because of their deep water 
harbors. Pittsburgh started out as a military 

fort. St. Louis 
began as a fur 
trading post, 
located on high 
ground just below 
���	���[�����	��	
the Illinois and 
Missouri Rivers 
with the mighty 
Mississippi.

   #��	����	
steamboat docked 

on the St. Louis riverfront in 1818 and the 
city grew by leaps and bounds for the rest 
of the 19th century. Fed by the bustling, 
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largest city in the United States by 1900.
   With the rivers being the founders of 
the feast, so to speak, I think it’s rather 
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on the river that gave us life.
   In the 1960s we built the Gateway Arch 
on the grounds of the Jefferson National 
Expansion Memorial. As part of the 
project, we built huge concrete cliffs that 
cut the park off from the river and we 
*����	+�;�	��	���	�����	����	�����	��%����	Ortbals

the park grounds from the city. With the 
National Park Service’s prohibition on 
development, the Arch grounds became 90 
acres of fallow ground, and the riverfront 
became comatose.
   This may come as a shock to Missourians 
who are only familiar with the eastern 
riverfront across from the Arch, but the 
best connections to our rivers are to be 
found on the Illinois side. The city of Alton 
���	����	�	�������	O�*	����	���	��%��������	
creating a marina, a beautiful riverfront 
park and an attractive amphitheater against 
the backdrop of the Clark Bridge and the 
Mississippi River.
   And the tiny town of Grafton, near the 
north end of the Great River Road, is 
perhaps the only place in the entire metro 
area where you can get down by the river 
and enjoy a meal, a drink and even some 
live music.
   It was therefore heartening to see the 
voters of the city of St. Louis and St. 
Louis County pass Proposition P last 
month. Prop P adopted a sales tax across 
the two jurisdictions that will help fund 
���	<���>���5�%��	��9	���O���	�	�	7�G�	
million plan to connect the city to the 

national park and the park to the river.
   The project will include a park over the 
���������	�����	��	+�;��	���	���	����	����	
connecting the city seamlessly with the 
Arch grounds. The museum of westward 
expansion will be greatly expanded and 
improved, and a spectacular new entrance 
will be created opening to the west.
   One of the more exciting parts of the 
project is the reconstruction of Lenore K. 
Sullivan Blvd. that runs along the riverfront 
at the bottom of the concrete cliffs. Rather 
����	���	�����	������	����	����	���	[�����	
a few years ago (pun intended), this is a 
realistic plan to raise and expand the area 
below the Arch to make it usable, creating 
seating areas and places for kiosks to 
provide food, drink and entertainment.
   Construction will begin this summer with 
a target completion date of Oct. 28, 2015, 
the 50th anniversary of the completion of 
���	>���!	,���	����	���O����	������	���	����	
will be returning to its roots. Bravo, St. 
Louis!
    Alan J. Ortbals is vice president and 
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Business Journal. He can be reached at 
aortbals@ibjonline.com.
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Party Suites Group Outing 

� Tickets to the game 
� Wait staff service during the game/upstairs bar access 
� Complimentary dry snacks & once case of beverages 

(Pepsi & Budweiser products) 
� PA & message board recognition 

10% 

�

Schedule your company or group outing 

TODAY! 

Entertain clients, 
employees, family 

and friends! 

2301 Grizzlie Bear Blvd | Sauget, IL | 62206 | 618.337.3000 | gatewaygrizzlies.com | facebook/gatewaygrizzlies | @GatewayGrizzlie 

� Tickets to the game

The Grizzlies Party Suites are the perfect way to 
entertain your group of clients, employees, 
friends or family. Located on the second level of 
the ballpark, these exclusive seats give fans full 
privacy and comfort. Each suite includes: 

The Grizzlies invite YOU to create your own 
unique group outing at GCS Ballpark. A 
minimum of 20 people is required for this option. 
Whether it is a birthday party or a family reunion 
– the Grizzlies have all of your bases covered. 

OPTIONS     20-100 ppl    101-500       500+ 
Field box seating  $8    $7        $6 
Bleacher Seating  $6    $5       N/A 
General Admission  $4    $3.50        $3 
Picnic Table Seating  $5    $5       N/A 

Pre-game picnics, food options and fundraisers available! Home plate buffet and catering options available! 

off of your group 
outing or party 
suite when you 
mention this ad! 

Take 
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